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ABSTRACT 
Soil is unpredictable and pile design usually depends on results of Suil Investigation 
(S. 1) and Standard Penetration Test (S. P. I ). Basically the main problem is ho%\ to 
dcri\e the parameters from the earl> stases of construction in order to nm. ximire 
henelits. Besides Irony load test results, parameters from the actual on-site results can 
be obtained. I herefore this stud> is to cvaluate and perform an analysis to determine 
the reliability of soil properties to'. and pile bearings capacity and skin friction 
capacity. I his project starts by collecting and summarised all soil data pertaining to 
the site and all pile load test results. Stud>ing all dri'. en pile and pile test results is 
essential along with the parameters as '. '. ell as to analyse the results by the analytical 
method through the Microsoft Excel. Surfer and MA I I. AI3 7.0.1 soft'. '. are by 
comparing the actual cure with S. I result. Furthermore. the findings that coincide 
\\ith the pr(ject are the Load Settlement ('ur'. e "\ hich coincides \\ ith the Pile 
I)>namic -1nal)sis (P. I). A) and the Maintained Load lest results can be 
used to compare the result. Then. all data collected will he trained by using neural 
net''. ork under back propa`sation method. Ili', tool is very useful to determine the 
hidden layer and determine locations \'hich don't have sufficient data. The last 
lindinýs'could be that e'. er> pile has different soil characteristics \\hich May increase 
or decrease the pile's bearings capacity and skin friction capacity. Other scopes \kould 
include findings out Be parameters that are the most important and can be used as a 
reference Or the same type of soil in future. 
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1.0 1V'"I'IZO1)U; CCIOn 
1.1 Background of Study 
Bruns field Construction has suceesslitIl\ undertaken residential and commercial 
properties. including some of the nation's most complex construction challenges. 
Brunslield ('unst'uetion Sdn l311d is reuuistereil \\ith the Go\ernments under I'usat 
khidmat Kontraktor (l'KK) as a Class : 1' contactor. and \\ith the ('onstruction 
Industr' I)e\elopment Board (ClDB) under Grade 7. \\hich allu\\s 13runsfield to 
undertake construction projects ul' unlimited size and \alue. Therefore in 
collaboration \\ Ith 13runsf ield Construction Schi Bbd. the author had obtained the data 
needed in his research of FYN title of evaluation of' properties from pile load test 
responses. An important factor in the author research is that the abilit' to anal\zc and 
determine soil characteristic. pile bearing capacity. skin friction capacit\ and 
parameters that can be used har future references. 
1.2 Problem Statement 
I he site \\hich the author coin- to stud\ consist, of' bored pile and reinli reed 
concrete pile. Total bored pile points are i 12 in 600 mm diameter. For reinI reed 
concrete pile. total pile points are 1140 in square and the dimension is 400x-100 milt. 
The piles are subjected to a series of' test includes M. l_. 'I' and P. U. A test. A certain 
criteria such as maximum displacement under m ice of \\orking load and maximum 
residual displacement have been used as acceptance criteria for the pile. 
i 
I: i'-' urc I: I'iIc I. A\ Uut I'Ian 
1.2.1 Problem Identification 
'I he main pruhlcnn \\ hile designing pored piles is that it is hard to predict the Hearing 
C'apach; and Skin Friction Capacity each piles. Bored piles are (Icsigned normally 
according to soil strength as %%ell as Rock Quality Designation (RQI)º. I he e t"o 
variables are nornmaII' ver\ unpredictable as Soil In\estigation can onl\ gi\e limited 
intiurnmtion and it is not encouraged to do too many S. I as it tot) costly and only 
companies \\hich are capable financially can attempt it. In addition, pile liºundation 
is \er\ important structure since it is used to carry and transI r the load ut the 
structure to the bearing aground located at some depth belom% ground surlhce. 
1.2.2 Significance of Project 
In the future. consultant and piling companies would be able to rel6r to this project as 
a benchmark and able to design piles which same soil characteristic \\ ith the data that 
is lüunded in this project. Companies as WI as universities \\ould be able to use this 
research to update the uncertainties \\hen dealing Wi soil areas and be able to 
design piles \\ith lesser Factor of Satoh. Failure to design correct ultimate pile 
capacity \\ ill cause a problem such as settlements on the pile. l hcrefore it is 
important to evaluate the soil properties from Engineering Bore Hole site 
investigation, reinlorced concrete driven pile result and study data from pile load test 
response. 
1.3 Objectives and Scope of study 
I he main objective of-this project is to cýaluate and hcrlorm an anal\sis to determine 
the reliability of' soil properties to\ýard pile hearing capacit\ and skin lriction 
capacity. The pile design vv ill be compared to actual design parameters based on pile 
load test results. 
The objectives to be achieved by the end ol'this project are: 
a) To evaluate soil properties based on site inyestigation (En-ineering Bore 
Lois) and compare ýýith reinforced concrete driven pile data. 
b) To determine the bearing capacity and skin friction capacity based on 
Maintained Load Test and Pile Dynamic Anal\sis-Test. 
C) To analýie and establish the correlations of each pile soil characteristics 
\\hich ma\ increase or decrease the pile's Bearing Capacity and Skin 
Friction from the results ol'pile load test responses. 
The scopes of* studv involved would be towards on the various pile tests v0hich 
include the M. 1- T and P. I). A test. All driven pile and pile test results \\ ill be anal\se 
by using Microsoft Nxcel software and MAILAB 7.0.1. 
1.3.1 RclcNancy ofI'roject 
This project is relevant to the stud\ of Iiu ndation and earth structures Ls \\ell as the 
stud, of under; eround soil structures. Ws project is also relevant to the recent 
constructions where people are paving more attention to the foundation 01' the 
buildings as to prevent an) risk and disaster in Future. A well design lüundation 
structure is \er\ essential to ensure suFÜcient pile bearing capacity and support 
structural loads of the buiIdings. 
1.3.2 h'easihiIitV or Project within Time Frame 
The project is Ieasihle as It utilizes and anal\ies the data " hich can be obtained I rom 
the existing projects at Urunslield Construction Sdn l3hd. This project is Iov% in cost 
I'm- anal sis and can bring huge benefits for the future. 
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE 12LVI l; \i'/"I'HFO 121' 
2.0 1.1' F F: I2A' fl RF 1Z F: VI F: \\/ THEORY 
2.1 Bored files 'theory and Methodology 
. -IccOrclill, to : 
1/uni i, HI/lu, (211117) Soil Mechanics and Foundations. a pile is a 
slender structural member irlstalled in the around to transfer the structural loads to 
soils at some siUnifirant depth bclum the base oh' structure. Structural loads include 
a\ial loads. lateral loads. and rllonlents. Nile finnulations are used vvhen: - 
a) I'he soil near the curt tee does not ha%e sufficient bearing capacity to support 
the structural loads. 
b) The estimated settlement of the soil exceeds tolerable limits 1 i. e.. settlement 
greater than the sere iceabilit\ limit state). 
C) 1)iflcre11tial settlement due to soil variability or non-uniform structural loads 
is excessive. 
(1) The structural loads consist of lateral loads and uplift lorces. 
Bored Pile", are also ealled drilled piers or Cast-in-drilled-hole pile (CII)I-I piles ). 
Rotar\ hone i technique oiler larger diameter piles than any other piling method 
and permit pile construct ton throuLh particularly dense or hard strata. Construction 
methods depend on the geoloy of the site. 
I)r\ poring methods cmploý the use of a tempuras casing to seal the pile bore 
through \\ater-bcaring or unstable strata overl\ ing, suitable stable material. t pon 
reaching the design depth. a rcintrcin_ cage is introduced. Concrete is poured in the 
bore and brought up to the required level. The casing can he "ithdra"n or OR in situ. 
Wet boring also cmplogs a tempomuD easing thruuuh unstable uround and is used 
"hen the pile bore cannot he sealed against eater ingrrss. Boring is then undertaken 
using a digging bucket to Lit-ill thruuýýh the underlý ing soils to desion depth. The 
I'6I11UfC111", cage is IcýýýCrccl into the hurC and concrete is placed hý tl't'IllllllC Ilihr. 
tlllllll\ II1`, ý1111c11. c\tl'ilCtJoll ol thc tellll)orar\ casing, takes place. 
Cheap Sin Chen and Lee Ching Ifieºr ((11)6) describes that. bored piles generally 
have Itiýýh eapacit\. eas'. length adjustment. and lo%% noise and vibration duriný-1 
construction. I he\ are commonly used to support hea%ý structures in the cit\ areas in 
M1alavsia. 'I lie\ are also \er\ suitable in residual soil. \\ here the hard soil laver or 
boulders ma\ hinder penetration tör most driven piles. The design of bored piles in 
residual soil is based on the empirical method. This is due to the dilliculties in 
obtaining undisturbed soil samples in residual soil. he empirical approach makes 
use of the results of standard penetration tests (SI''I -N) Ior assessment of the soil 
strength. Static pile load tests have been carried out on mwi\ fully instrumented 
bored piles. 
the empirical correlations ol'the unit shalt Ii-iction (/. i) and unit base resistance (/h) 
\s ith the SP I'-N values, established regardless of the construction method. are as 
lollovvs: - 
a) f, =K, N 
b) f I, = Kr, N 
0 Q111I=Q, +Ql, 
1.2 file Load Test 
. Iceorclhi, to Muni Buclltu, (211117) Soil 
Mechanics and fliunduliou. c, the purposes 
of pile loud test ure- 
a) to determine the axial load capacity ofa single pile 
b) to determine the settlement ol'a single pile at working loads 
e) to veriI\ estimated axial load capacity 
d) to obtain information on load t ansti: r in skin friction and end bearing 
G 
2.2.1 Maintained Load'I'cst Methodology 
Maintained Load 'Iest (\11. I) is to load the pile to tvv ice the working, load with 
specific load increments and used to determine its settlement while undertaking that 
load. The test is done for tvW eveles vý ith the first evelc done to I00" %%, vvorkinw load 
o1'the pile. It is done at I2.5%1%) \\orkin_ load increments at 15 ininute inter\als. after 
each load increase the operator has to look at the gauges to check the settlement of 
the pile. The operator has to use leveling to check the datum level and make sure that 
it is almost the sanie. 11' it is not. then there might he prohlenis in the case of human 
errors or mechanical errors where the operator may have look the wrong level or the 
dial gauge nun be experiencing mechanical failures. ; After the pile load reaches 
100% ýwrking load the load is maintained for 12 hours and then only the load is 
released by 25°ü, v orkinýg load decrements until the load reaches zero again. After 
that the test is restarted for its second cvclc. but this time the load is increased hý 
50% of "orking load increments until 200"° of vvorkingg load is reached. I lien the 
load is also maintained for 24 hours before releasing it slow 1ý again until it reaches 
zero again. If at am time the settlement of the pile exceeds 38mm then the pile is 
considered as tithed and consultants have to be informed to set new points. The pile 
is done to a maxintunt of 200% load as the Factor of Safctý (FOS) that the 
consultants used is 2. (Refer: : Appendix A for details) 
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He under test 
I isure 2: Maintained Load Test diauram Illustration 
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2.2.2 Pile Dynamic Analysis Test 
. 
ic"corclin, to Soil Drn wuie. c PDA Tesl report (211(1)) a Pile I)vnamic Incorporated 
Model PAK Pile Uriviru Analyser (PI)A) and its associated pile top lorce and 
vclocit\ transducer's were used to conduct the dynamic pile test. f\\o strain 
transducers and t\\o accelcronietcrs were attached to the pile head. I'heý ere 
nºounted opposite sides of the pile for cancellation of bending effects during each 
strike of the hanmier. The signals of strain and acceleration were conditioned and 
processed by PI)A. The PDA is a microprocessor based signal conditioner and digital 
computer. Signals of pile top force and velocit\ \\cre measured and analysed during 
each strike of the pile driving hammer and stored in the analyser. The pile top force 
and velocit\-time curves were displa\ed on the LCD screen. Real time analogue 
signals of pile top lbrce and ' clocit\ \yerc also recorded on the Pl)A static nicrn r\ 
facilities as \\cII as on a field unit for further analysis. The PI); A uses a program 
based on the closed form Case-Goble solutions to compute static pile capacit\ from 
the pile top knee and velocity data. 
I)ýnanlic pile test will be conducted on the cast-in-situ Miles alter it period v here the 
concrete is allo\\ to set or at re-strike Or selected piles. The gauges are then attached 
to the pile using Ranlset plugs. Prior pile head preparation during casting or before 
testing is required. This shall include a permanent steel casing of at least one pile 
diameter. Further details of the pile head preparation shall he submitted later. The 
client \% ill suppl\ and operate the crane to lilt and drop hammer to induce a driving 
force on to the pile. I)\'nanlic measurement of lbrce and velocity will be collected by 
`gauges attached to the pile. This data "HI he processes bý the PI)A to give 
immediate visual and permanent record onsite. The Pl)A gill also provide onsite 
results such as: - 
a) Mobilized static load capacity based on the CASE method 
b) Pile inte,.! rity - location and extent ol'dama-e 
c) Pile stresses - nulxinlunl compression loices at pile top/toe 
(1) 1 lanlnlcr I'crlornlance nlaximunl ener`ý1 transferred to the pile 
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I i, ure 3: Processes fier Pile D\ namic ; Anal\ sk lest 
2.3 Standard I'enetraliun Test (Sl'T) and Rock Qualilý Designation (lZQ1)) 
fhc Standard Penetration Lest, aims to determine the SPI \ \aluc N\hich -,, i%e, an 
indication of the soil stitl'ncs and can be empirically related to mane engineering 
properties. 
The test is conducted inside a borehole. A 'split spoon' sampler is attached to the 
bottom of a core barrel and lo\\ ered into position at the bottom of the borehole. The 
sampler is driven into the ground b\ a drop hammer \\eighing 68 ký.; lillling through a 
height of' 76 cnl. The number of'hammer blový s is counted. The number required to 
drive the sampler three successive I50mlll increments is recorded. The first 
increment (0-I %11111) is not included in the iv value as it is assumed that the top of' 
the test area has been disturbed by the drilling process. 'I lie SP I\ is the number of' 
blows required to achieve penetration from I 50-4S0nln1. 
After the test. the sample remaining inside the split spoon is preserved in an airtight 
container for inspection and description. Besides that the SI' I values enables 
encineer to kno\c \\hat t\pe of' soil is located underground from the disturbed 
samples collected in the split spoon and \\hether is it a hard or soft layer. 
The recordinu. of' ItQI) has hecome virtuaIIý standard practice in drill core logoging 
or a \\ ide variety of geotcchnical investigations. The R(1l) values provide a basis 1or 
mal: inq;, preliniinarv de, ign decisions in\ul\ing estimation of required depths of' 
9 
cXca% ation for linIndations of structures. The Rol) % alues also can ser% e to idcntil'\ 
potential problems related to hearing capacity. settlement. erosion. or sliding in rock 
foundations. I he IZOI) can prmidc an indication of rock oluality in quarries Or 
concrete aggrcgato rock fill, or large riprap. 
The R(, )1) has been ý\ idelý used as a \\arning, indicator o1' Io -qua Iit) rock zoneti that 
nut) need greater scrutin\ or require additional borings or other in vestigational'\ork. 
The RQL) is a basic component of man) rock mass classification S\stcros liar 
engineering purposes. The RQ)l) is sensiti'e to the orientation of joint sets '\ ith 
respect to the orientation of the core. 
Core sizes from 13Q to I'Q \ ith core diameters of 36.5 mm ( 1.44 in. ) and 85 mm 
( 3.35 in. ) respecti\el\ are normally acceptable for measuring RQD as long as proper 
dlrillinc techniques are used that do nut cruse excess cure hrcakaý_e or poor rccu\cr\ 
RQI) \aluc is Vcrý important to calculate skin friction and end bearing resistance in 
determine the socket length required lör bored piles. From obtained RQI) index \\e 
can classify rock mass: - 
N1 i; A(i: ' 




90-100% 1': \Ccllenl 
'I ahlc I: Rock Oualit% Designation claificatiun 
Eissa li/cared A. and Zehuiseii (1991) ubsened that \ºhen the cure reaches rink 
Iaºer. it ººuuld nurnlallk Cneotlnter a slime laver tint. the starting cored rock m a\ be 
quite l'ra'_'ile. The RQI) \ºill be used to test rock tra`gilitº, the higher the RQI). the 
better the rock qualit\. When taking RQD. and rock length vºhich is less than 4 
inches or I00mn1 ººould not he considered unless it is due to mechanical breaking 
Mhich may happen \\ hen the ººorkers tr\ to pull out the rock or sºº itch gear ºº hile 
rock corimu. If the rock is less than 4 inches b\ causes such as normal rock 
\ºeathering then that particular length of rock can be ignored. The percentage of 
iu 
IZOI) obtained is determined b% , ununatloll Of tutal Ienýýth uf' ruck Cured more than 
IUUrllln o\er the total cure Ien"'th (('I-) fOr each I. ý -mcte r. 
7.4 Case Pile Wave Analysis Program (CAI'\\': V') Method 
lccorclinA to Soil Di'iro, rrics PD. -l Test report (009) the -soil reaction 
forces are 
passire and up to MM it have been found suliicientl\ accurate to express them as 
function of, pile motion only. The soil reaction consists of'a static (elastoplastic) and 
a d\namic (Iinear damping) component. In this \ýa\ the soil model has at each point 
three unknomus (elasticity, plasticit\ and \ iscosit) ). .A reasonable assumption 
is 
made the soil parameters. and then the notion of'the piIc is assumed using 
the measured pile top acceleration as a boundar\ value. The results o1 the (', 1PW AP 
anulvsis then are the maunitude and location along the pile of' both static and 
dýnamie resistance forces. Static compuuuions can he used to predict the static load 
test curve of the pile. (Reler: Appendix B for details) 
2.6 Backpropagation- Function Approximation Method 
According, toy Simon Hay kin, (2009), Neural zVenvurk. v- «11(1 Learrriºr,, . 1Juchille. 
Pearson Prentice 11,111 company. a neural nct\\orL has a natural abilit\ li>r pattern 
classification. The net\\orl: is trained b\ presenting it \\ith it number of' diflerent 
examples of the same object. In this case, pile bearing capacity data From M. L. T and 
P. D. A. soil characteristic data from site investiuation and no ofblo\\s for reinforced 
concrete data \\ ill be trained b\ using, function approximation to determine the 
hidden la\er \\ithin the function. The training of'the net\\ork is repeated for many 
examples in the set. until the net\\ork reaches a stead\ state here there are no 
further si-'nilicant chances in tile, \naptic \\eiuhts. "I htfs the nct\\ork \\ill learn From 




3.0 M1'. TIIOl)OLOGY/ PROJECT WORK 
3.1 Rlcthololu(g} 
The methodology is as IoIlovv 
l firstly. collect and sunutiarized all soil data pertaining to the site and characterize 
soil layering system along the site. The entire soil stratum can be obtained from 
fýngineeriný_ [3ore ''Ole from Site Investigation. Secondly, all data from Reinforced 
Concrete pile driven result need to collect and will he summarized points which are 
near to Bore hole only. Site lnvestigation and Reinforced Concrete data have 
relationship based on number of blows and both of data can be compared to 
determine the significant dif'li: rent. Thirdly, determine and summarized pile bearing 
and skin friction capacity based pile load test results. Ultimate. skin and bearing y 
capacity can be determined from PDA and NIII, T. Fourthly. the Ultimate Load 
Capacity from Site Investigation can be compared "ith Load 'lest. Site variation of 
load significant different can be obtained by using Surfer soft"are. Finally all the 
result obtained and analysed will he trained by using neural network under hack 
propagation method in Matlab sofmare. Ultimate load required can be predicted by 
using neural network based on data that have been trained. From the results, the 
author should be able to determine correlations between soil properties and pile 
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Figure 4: Methodoloev used in this project 
3.2 Tools/Equipment Required 
The tools and equipment which are required in this Final Year Project are Microsoft 
Office Excel. Surfer and MA'l'LAI3 which is used to evaluate and analyse the data 
obtained. The driven pile data or reinforced concrete pile driven result. site 
investigation and pile load test response ill be analysed in order to determine the 
correlation between soil properties and pile bearing capacity. Surfer soft\\a re version 
9 will be used bý the author to plot the load distribution in contour format for 
comparison bet\ýeen Ou front load test and Qu from Site Investigation. B\ using, this 
software, the pattern of' load from actual can be compared vv ith design parameters. 
3.2.1 : lrtilicial Neural 1etNNurk (ANN) 'Traininl; 







Determine 1 Find variation Training data 
summarized between SI& Compare SPT by using back 
Q, i,. Q, and Q, Load Test- &RC based propagation 
based pile contour by on no of method - 
loadtest using Surfer blows us+ng 
1 results Software MATLAB 
.ýi 
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The trainin. c prucedin'c \\ ill uptimite the hidden lager size and also other parameters 
such as learning rate. momentum and training c\clcs. For e\aniple. initially b) 
luukinc at the o erall selected ANN. the hidden layer can be set to 5. momentum rate 
at 5U°1 and then nj to optimize the learning rate. The initial training parameters are 
set as in script in Nlatlab shown as belu\c. 
For rxamplr, here input 1' and targets lV L1CtinC a; impIC t'unetiun \\ hich %\ C can plUt: - 
p=111123-1>673J; 
t= 10 0.84 11.91 0.14 -11.77 -0.96 -0.28 0.66 0.991; 
plut(p, t, 'o') 
Ihell. ne\ý i'l' is used to create a tý\o-laNer feed -Ibr\ýard nemorl:. Ihe nemork ýýill 
ha\e an input (ranging, firom 0 to S), 1,011o\\ed b\ a la\er of' IU tansig neurons. and 
tiýlluýýecl b\ a Ia\er \\ith I purclin neuron. I rainlm hack propagation coding is used. 
The nemorl: is also simulated. 
net = ncýý ff(10 81,1I0 1 J,, 'tansig' 'hurcIin';. 'train Iin'); 
yI= sinl(nct, p) 
plut(p, t. 'u', p. y I, 's') 
I ere the net%% ork is trained ti0r up to ýO epochs to a error goal of 0.0 1. and then 
resin1 ii kited. 
nct. irainl'urýun. cýºº)chs = -50; 
nct. truinYarun). ýýºal = 0.01: 
nct = Irain(nct, ý), t); 
2= sim(nct, p) 
Source: Neural Ncosork'Toollwx : 'T'rain a Neural Net orl: (\Iatlalº 7.0.1) 
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The data on the selected pile load test reports and site investigation were compiled. 
The information and data regarding the project, soil stratification and properties, pile 
characteristics, and load test data were processed and transferred from each load test 
report to tables, forms, and graphs. The following data and information below shown 
on how the author compiled, and analyzed each data that are going to use in this 
project. 
4.1 Site Investigation Data 
Data and graph shown below are regarding site investigation that had been carried 
out at the site. There are 10 engineering borehole points that can be observed and 
analyzed. This data is very essential for studying the soil condition and very 
important to refer for designing pile at certain location. The soil properties are 
mainly sand or clay layers which therefore explain the low N-values during SPT. 
0.0 
0 LO 
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Figure 6: Engineering Bore Hole 1 (Refer: Appendix Cl for details) 
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As it is observed through Figure 6, the SPT values for the first 3 meters are not 
relatively high and range from 0-10. From 0 until 7.5m depth, the soil properties 
were medium sand. After 7.5m, the properties were silt. When reached 21m, the SPT 
value was more than 50 and the properties was hard silt with some quartz gravel. The 
boring for BH 1 end at 30.07m depth. 





Figure 7: Engineering Bore Hole 2 (Refer: Appendix C2 for table) 
Graph at Figure 7 shown that the soil properties were hard light brown sandy silt at 
1.5m depth. This result is very essential in predicting the soil stratum of the area. 
From 4.5 to 12m the soil properties were medium sand. After 13.5m depth, silt can 
be found again. Hard light grey sandy silt with some quartz gravel can be found at 
18m depth onwards. Furthermore, at this depth the SPT value was 50 and it can be 
concluded that the soil properties were hard. The boring for BH2 end at 27.06m 
depth. 
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No. of Blows / Rock Classification (%) 















Figure 8: Engineering Bore Hole 3 (Refer: Appendix C3 for table) 
As it is observed through Figure 8, the SPT values for the first 3 meters are not 
relatively high and range from 0-10. At this depth the soil properties were light grey 
medium sand. The silt can be found at 4.5m depth onwards. The SPT value already 
reached 50 at 12m depth. From 0 until Even the N 50 value at the end was due to the 
fact that the SI machine had hit the rock layer and therefore it cannot be considered 
as a potential pile sitting zone. The RQD values in the site are founded to be quite 
high ranging from 13% to 42%. This fact encourages the consultants to go forward 
with their plan of designing the piles to sit on the rock surface. Rocks in the site are 
mostly granite and range from in colour to whitish or greyish in colours. The whitish 
and greyish rocks are normally the better ones and produce higher RQD normally. 
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Figure 9: Engineering Bore Hole 4 (Refer: Appendix C4 for table) 
Graph at Figure 9 shown that the soil properties were light grey silty medium sand at 
1.5m depth. At 6m depth, the properties changed to light grey clayey silt with some 
gravel until 10.5m. After 15m onwards, the soil properties were hard light grey fine 
sandy silt with some quartz gravel. At this depth, the value of SPT already reached 
50. The boring for BH4 end at 25.59m depth. 
No. of fibws / Rock Classifkation (%) 


















Figure 10 : Engineering Bore Hole 5 (Refer: Appendix C5 for table) 
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As it is observed through Figure 10, the SPT values for the first 3 meters are not 
relatively high and range from 0-15. At this range of depth the soil properties were 
light grey sandy silt with some gravel. At 6m depth onwards, the properties were 
hard light grey fine sandy SILT with some quartz gravel. At this point, the SPT value 
already reached 50. Even the N 50 value at the end was due to the fact that the SI 
machine had hit the rock layer and therefore it cannot be considered as a potential 
pile sitting zone. The RQD values in the site are founded to be quite high ranging 
from 8% to 48%. The soil properties were light grey moderately weak & weathered 
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Figure II : Engineering Bore Hole 6 (Refer: Appendix C6 for table) 
Site investigation at Bore Hole 6 shown that the soil properties were firm light grey 
gravelly sandy silt from 1.5 to 7.5m depth. The SPT value were range from 4-13. At 
9m depth, the result of SPT was more than 50. This is because the soil properties at 
this stage were hard layer. While boring, the soil properties were hard yellowish 
reddish brown sandy silt and hard light grey gravelly sandy silt. The boring for BH6 
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Figure 12 : Engineering Bore Hole 7 (Refer: Appendix C7 for table) 
Graph at Figure 12 shown that the soil properties were firm light grey sandy silt until 
7.5m depth. The SPT value were range from 3-17. At 9m depth, the properties 
changed to hard light grey reddish sandy. At this point, the SPT value already 
reached 50. At 12m onwards, the soil properties were hard yellowish brown sandy 
silt. At this depth, conclusion can be made that the stratum was in hard layer. The 
boring for BH7 end at 18.05m depth. 







Figure 13 : Engineering Bore Hole 8 (Refer: Appendix C8 for table) 
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As it is observed through Figure 13, the SPT values for the first 6 meters are not 
relatively high and range from 0-7. At 7.5 to 9m depth, the soil properties changed to 
stiff light grey yellow sandy silt. From 10.5m onwards, the SPT values were more 
than 50. At 10.5 to 12m the properties were hard light grey yellow sandy silt. At 
13.5m onwards the properties were hard light grey gravelly sandy silt. The boring for 
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Figure 14 : Engineering Bore Hole 9 (Refer: Appendix C9 for table) 
As it is observed through Figure 14, the SPT values for the first 3 meters are not 
relatively high and range from 0-9. At this range of depth the soil properties were 
firm to stiff light grey sandy silt with traces of gravel. At 6 to 9m depth the soil 
properties were very stiff light grey sandy silt with traces of gravel. The value of SPT 
reached 50 at 10.5m depth and the properties were hard light grey sandy SILT with 
traces of gravel. At this point, the SPT value already reached 50. Even the N 50 
value at the end was due to the fact that the SI machine had hit the rock layer and 
therefore it cannot be considered as a potential pile sitting zone. The RQD values in 
the site are founded to be quite high ranging from 16% to 56%. The soil properties 
were light grey, strong, moderately weathered, moderately fractured granite. The 
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Figure 15 : Engineering Bore Hole 10 (Refer: Appendix C10 for table) 
Site investigation at Bore Hole 10 shown that the soil properties were loose to 
medium dense light brown-silty medium SAND from 1.5 to 7.5m depth. The SPT 
value were range from 7-11. At 9 to 21 m depth, the result of SPT were range from 
20-38. The soil properties were hard light grey fine sandy SILT with quartz gravel. 
After 22.5m onward, the stratum was hard layer. The soil properties were hard light 
grey sandy SILT with traces of gravel. The boring for BH6 end at 43.85m depth. 
4.2 Reinforced Concrete Driven Pile Result 
There are 1,140 reinforced concrete pile points at this site. From reinforced concrete 
driving record, the author can determined the effective depth of location and no of 
blows required. The analysis is essential to points which are near to each Engineering 
Bore Hole area. The result obtained will be compared to engineering Bore Hole data 
to determine the accuracy of soil properties. In addition, there is constraint in this 
analysis because the maximum numbers of blows are range from 80-90. Based on 
Standard Penetration Test (S. P. T), when the number of blows ever reached 50, the 
test will be terminated and corresponding penetration will be recorded. This is 
because number of blows more than 50 is considered as hard layer, very dense soil or 
rock. Therefore, the number of blows at 50 from SPT will be compared with RC 
24 
driýin- record and tind the correlation bemeen this data. IZelerring to RC pile: data. 
point, hich are near to Engineering Bure Hole are as be1o+ý : - 
a) III II : 31G-I, 3/(; -2.3/G-5. I/G-l. 3/F- 1. and 
b) 13112 : 31I1-3 
c) 11113 : 7. >/A-1. Oa 'A- I. 8/A-1.6/C-1.6/C-2.6/C-3,6/C'-5.7/'C-1.7/('-6. and 
7('-7 
d) 1111 4 7/L-I , 7/1. -5,5/J-2,5/J-3.5/J-4. and 5/J-5 
e) 1311 5: 8/F-3.8/F-6. SA-A. 9/F-5,9A: -S. 8/E-1.8, "E-3.8%1: -7.9/E- l3 and 
9-L-16 
1) 1311 6: I O/L-1.1 0,, I. -2.10/1 --4.1 
O/L-6, I O/ \9-2.10 M-5.11, L-1. I I, L-7. 
91. -2. and 9IL-5. 
1311 7: 13/J-I. 13/, 1-2,13/J-3, I3/J-5.13/. I-9,14! J-2,14/, I-6,12-J-8. 
and 13/1-3 
11) 1311 8: 15/A-1.16, 'A-1. I-la! A- I and 16 13 -I 
i) 1311 9: 1 1/A- I. I I/C'-2, I I/C'-6, l I/C-9, I I/C-12.12/13-1.12/B-3. and 1213-5 
I) 1111 1 0: 1/13-1.2/A- 1.31('- 1.3, 'C'-2.3/C-3.3/C-5 and 3/('-6 
( IZct, er: Appendix 1) tür details) 
4.3 Data comparison between RC Pile and Engineering Bore Hole 
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Figure 16 : Comparison between BH1 and RC pile points 
Based on Engineering Bore Hole from Figure 16, soil properties at 1.5m is light 
brown-medium sand and before reach SPT 50 the properties change to light grey 
sandy silt with some gravel. Actual result from RC pile data shown consistent value 
number of blows compare to SPT. Comparison between RC pile points and BH I are 
significant different esspecially from depth 1.5m until 15m. Number of blows from 
SPT are high probably because of high underground water table at the site location. 
Furthermore, weathering process can also be consider as a factor affected the 
significant different of soil particle at the location. During installation of RC pile, the 
soil was totally compacted. Therefore the void size of soil particles structure was 
totally compacted compare to SPT. 
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Figure 17 : Comparison between BH2 and RC pile points 
Based on Engineering Bore Hole from Figure 17, soil properties at 1.5m is hard light 
brown sandy silt and before reach SPT 50 the properties change to very stiff light 
grey fine sandy silt with some quartz gravel. This location consist more Bore Pile 
than RC pile. Only one actual result of RC pile can be obtained and analyzed based 
on site condition. Comparison between RC pile point and BH2 are significant 
different esspecially from depth 1.5m until 1Im. Number of blows from SPT are 
high probably because of high density of soil structure and weathering process of 
soil particle at the location. 
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Figure 18 : Comparison between BH3 and RC pile points 
i 
Based on Engineering Bore Hole from Figure 18, soil properties at 1.5m is loose 
light grey silty medium sand and before reach SPT 50 the properties change to hard 
light grey fine sandy Silt with some quartz gravel. Actual result from RC pile data 
shown consistent tabulation value number of blows compare to SPT. Comparison 
between RC pile points and BH3 are significant different esspecially from depth 
1.5m until 10.5m. Number of blows from SPT result are high probably because of 
high density of soil particles. In addition, weathering process can also be consider as 
a factor affected the significant result between SPT and RC pile points. 
No. of Blows / Rock Classification 1°. "I 
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Figure 19: Comparison between BH4 and RC pile points 
Based on Figure 19, soil properties at 1.5m is medium dense light grey silty medium 
Sand and before reach SPT 50 the properties change to hard light grey fine sandy Silt 
with some quartz gravel. Actual result from RC pile and SPT data shown consistent 
value. The most significant different between RC pile points and BH4 are at depth 
6m to 11 m. At 15m depth, the value of SPT already reached 50 and already consider 
reached hard layer. 
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Figure 20 : Comparison between BH5 and RC pile points 
Based on Engineering Bore Hole from Figure 20, soil properties at 1.5m is medium 
dense, light grey silty medium Sand with some gravel and before reach SPT 50 the 
properties change to hard light grey fine sandy Silt with some quartz gravel. Actual 
result from RC pile data shown unconsistent value number of blows compare to SPT. 
Comparison between RC pile points and BH5 are significant different esspecially 
from depth 1.5m until 5m. Number of blows from SPT are high probably because of 
the soil condition and properties. Furthermore, N 50 value at depth 6. Om was due to 
the fact that the SI machine had hit the rock layer and therefore it cannot be 
considered as a potential pile sitting zone. The RQD values in the site are founded to 
be quite high ranging from 8% to 48%. The rock properties were light grey 
moderately weak & weathered highly fractured granite. 
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Figure 21 : Comparison between BH6 and RC pile points 
Based on Engineering Bore Hole from Figure 21, soil properties at 1.5m is soft to 
firm brownish grey sandy Silt and before reach SPT 50 the properties change to hard 
light grey yellow sandy Silt. Actual result from RC pile data shown consistent value 
number of blows compare to SPT. Comparison between RC pile points and BH6 are 
significant different esspecially from depth 1.5m until 6m. Number of blows from 
SPT are high probably because of high underground water table at the site location. 
Furthermore, weathering process can also be consider as a factor affected the 
significant different of soil particle at the location. During installation of RC pile, the 
soil was totally compacted. Therefore the void size of soil particles structure during 
RC pile installation was totally compacted compare to SPT. 
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Figure 22 : Comparison between BH7 and RC pile points 
Based on Engineering Bore Hole from Figure 22, soil properties at 1.5m is very 
loose light grey, silty coarse Sand and before reach SPT 50 the properties change to 
hard light grey reddish sandy Silt. Actual result from RC pile data shown consistent 
value number of blows compare to SPT. From lm until 4m depth, the soil properties 
are consistent and the tabulation of data from RC pile and SPT are not much dfferent. 
Comparison between RC pile points and BH7 are significant different when reached 
depth 4m until 7.5m. Number of blows from RC pile are low at this stage probably 
because of weathering process effect. Thus, during SPT the soil were probably in 
high density and totally compacted compare during installation of RC pile. Therefore 
the void size of soil particles structure will also be considered as factor for significant 
different of data from 4m until 7.5m depth. 
h`1 
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Figure 23 : Comparison between BH8 and RC pile points 
Based on Engineering Bore Hole from Figure 23, soil properties at 1.5m is soft light 
grey sandy Silt and before reach SPT 50 the properties change to very stiff yellowish 
brown sandy Silt. Actual result from RC pile data shown consistent value number of 
blows compare to SPT. The soil properties are consistent and the tabulation of data 
from RC pile and SPT are not much dfferent. At 10.5m depth, the value of SPT 
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Figure 24: Comparison between BH9 and RC pile points 
Based on Engineering Bore Hole from Figure 24, soil properties at 1.5m is firm to 
stiff light grey sandy Silt with traces of gravel and before reach SPT 50 the properties 
change to very stiff light grey sandy Silt with traces of gravel. Actual result from RC 
pile data shown unconsistent value number of blows compare to SPT. Comparison 
between RC pile points and BH9 are significant different esspecially from depth 
1.5m until 9m. Number of blows from SPT are high probably because of high 
underground water table at the site location and weathering process can also be 
consider as a factor. Even the N 50 value at 10.5m depth was due to the fact that the 
SI machine had hit the rock layer and therefore it cannot be considered as a potential 
pile sitting zone. The RQD values in the site are founded to be quite high ranging 
from 16% to 56%. The rock properties were light grey, strong, moderately 
weathered, moderately fractured granite. 
3tiý ýýý 
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Figure 25 : Comparison between BH 10 and RC pile points 
Based on Engineering Bore Hole from Figure 25, soil properties at 1.5m is firm to 
stiff light grey sandy Silt with traces of gravel and before reach SPT 50 the properties 
change to very stiff light grey sandy Silt with traces of gravel. Actual result from RC 
pile data shown consistent value number of blows compare to SPT. The soil 
properties are consistent and the tabulation of data from RC pile and SPT are not 
much dfferent. At 21m depth, the value of SPT already reached 50 and already 
consider reached hard layer. 
4.4 Pile Load Test Responses Summary 
In this section the author will discussed regarding Maintained Load Test and Pile 
Dynamic Analysis Test. The pile bearing, skin friction and ultimate bearing capacity 
can be determined from both tests. For PDA, bearing and skin friction can be 
determined from CAPWAP Analysis. For MLT, the bearing and skin friction 
capacity can be determined by using Chin's Plot analysis. Chin Plot analysis enable 
us to detemine pile bearing capcity, skin friction and ultimate pile capacity. 1 S` cycle 
ho. of Blows 
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data represent ultimate skin tiricticm capacit\ and 2`1 cýclc data represent ultim ate 
pile capacit\. Bearing c apeity' can he determined M helo%% eqIuatinn: - 
Q1111 _ (1, + Q11 
I'hcreliu. c" Qi, _ Q1111 - (1. 
: - Ihe sumIlia u-\ ul-11aintaincd l. uad l'est is shc»N n as table beIuN\ 
Pile Location 
Date of"Festing, 
I'iIc T) Iºe 
Total Length (m) 
I" c% cic 








7.395m in G. '35 in in 3.13 in in ticltIclllclli 
Residual Settlement 3.65m in 2.363mm I. G5niiii 
21.71min 211.855mm 7.92nim 
Settlement 
Residual Settlement 5.445mm 9.4118 mm 0.62nim 
Skin Friction Oi 192 150 420 
Ind ßcarino (11, 
ý 
158 270 116 
1 Itiuwtc L0r. i(1 ('al)aci()' (2iI 350 42(1 i36 
fahle 2: Suminarý of' Maintained Load I est 
(IZCI, cr: Appendix E fi)r details) 
3h 
0 000 
0 50 100 
Load (tons) 
ISO 200 250 300 
Figure 26: Settlement graph for grid line 9/C-4 
Based on Figure 26, the M. L. T the working load is 135 tons and the ultimate load is 
2 times working load which is 270 tons. The I cycle result of settlement until 135 
tons is 6.735mm. After released to 0 tons, the residual settlement is 2.363mm and 
the rebound is 4.372mm. For the 2"d cycle, the settlement is 20.855mm at 270 tons 
and the residual settlement is 9.408mm after released to 0 tons. The rebound for 2nd 
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Figure 27: Chin's Plot for grid line 9/C-4 
i 
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Based on Chin's Plot analysis the l cycle gradient represent ultimate skin friction 
capacity while 2"d cycle represent ultiamate pile capacity. Based on Figure 27, the 
ultimate pile capacity (Q. it) is 350 tons, ultimate skin friction capacity (Q, ) is 192 
tons and ultimate bearing capacity (Qb) is 158 tons (after 0.7 correction factor). 
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Figure 28: Settlement graph for grid line 11/G-10 
350 
Based on Figure 28, the M. L. T the working load is 135 tons and the ultimate load is 
2 times working load which is 270 tons. The IS` cycle result of settlement until 135 
tons is 7.395mm. After released to 0 tons, the residual settlement is 3.365mm and 
the rebound is 4.03mm. For the 2nd cycle, the settlement is 21.710mm at 270 tons 
and the residual settlement is 5.445mm after released to 0 tons. The rebound for 2nd 
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Figure 29: Chin's Plot for grid line 11/G-10 
Based on Chin's Plot analysis 11/G-10, the ultimate pile capacity (Qut) is 420 tons, 
ultimate skin friction capacity (Q, ) is 150 tons and ultimate bearing capacity NO is 
270 tons (after 0.7 correction factor). 
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Figure 30: Settlement graph for grid line 6/I-1 
300 350 
Based on Figure 30, the M. L. T the working load is 150 tons and the ultimate load is 
2 times working load which is 300 tons. The 1St cycle result of settlement until 150 
tons is 3.13mm. After released to 0 tons, the residual settlement is 0.04mm and the 
rebound is 3.09mm. For the 2 °d cycle, the settlement is 7.92mm at 300 tons and the 
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residual settlement is 0.67mm after released to 0 tons. The rebound for 2od cycle is 
7.25mm. 
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Figure 31: Chin's Plot for grid line 6/I-1 
Based on Chin's Plot analysis 11/G-10, the ultimate pile capacity (Q,, 11) is 536 tons, 
ultimate skin friction capacity (Q, ) is 420 tons and ultimate bearing capacity (Qb) is 
116 tons (after 0.7 correction factor). 
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The summaries of file l)v namic Anal sls test are as belo%N: - 
S1'lit' 
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Figure 33: contour lines represent Q from Site Investigation 
Based on Figure 32 and 33, the contour had been plotted by using Surfer software 
version 9. The X and Y axis represent the distance of the site location and Z axis 
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represent Ultimate Pile Capacity (Q). By plotting this contour line, the author is able 
to differentiate the different between actual Q actual from Load Test and compare 
with Q. from Site Investigation. The different of load pattern can be determined by 
comparing both patterns of contour lines. From figure 34, there are significant 
different between actual and design parameters. Therefore, the author should be able 
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Figure 34: contour lines represent Q. from SI & Load Test 
4.6 Training data by using neural network - back propagation method 
Furthermore, training data by using back propagation method will be used to 
determine the hidden layer and location which don't have sufficient data. According 
to Mohd Nasir, Ramli Adnan & Mohd Hezri Fazalul (2007), Practical System 
Identification, hidden layer is named because the network can be regarded as a black 
box with inputs and outputs that can be seen but seen but the hidden layers cannot be 
seen. This network is very powerful and has been shown in many cases the ability to 
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learn any arbitrarily complex non-linear input-output mapping. It also has a capacity 
much greater than the dimensionality of its input and output layers. 
Hidden 
Figure 35: General structure of a multilayer neural network 
The data from Load Test and Site Investigation will be trained and hidden area can 
be predicted later. Once the network weights and biases have been initialized, the 
network is ready for training. The network can be trained for function approximation 
(nonlinear regression), pattern association, or pattern classification. The training 
process requires a set of examples of proper network behaviour. The sample of 
coding that the author obtains from Neural network Toolbox are as below: - 
load d tal. mat 
net=newff(minmax(inputl), [10,1], {". or _ , ': :: c: li:: '}, 
' r., i:. ] )" 
net=init(net); 
net. IW{1,1} = [0 0; 0 0; 0 0; 0 0; 0 0; 0 0; 0 0; 0 0; 0 0; 0 0]; 
net. b{1} = [0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0]; 
net. trainParam. show = 50; 
net. trainParam. lr = 0.2; 
net. trainParam. epochs = 2000; 
net. trainParam. goal = le-5; 
[net, tr]=train(net, inputl, outputl); 
a= sim(net, inputl); 
plot (a, 
hold ()., i; 
plot (outputl, ' i, ') ; 
In batch mode the weights and biases of the network are updated only after the entire 
training set has been applied to the network. The gradients calculated at each training 
example are added together to determine the change in the weights and biases. The 
performance and errors can be reduced by testing or trial an error of each training 
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code using several different sets of initial weights and biases. The example of data 
training result can be referred as below: - 
Figure 36: Training of Qu from SI by using back propagation method 
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CIIAPTEIZ 5 
CONCLUSION ANI) RECOMMENDATIONS 
5.0 ('ON('I. l SION 
In a rllºt, IICII, the methudoloeý ý\hich is used in this project can support the 
ohjceti\es in the project \\Ilich arc to e uluate soil properties, determine pile hearing. 
capacit\. Skill friction capacil\ and compare pile design \ýith actual design 
parameters based on pile load test result;. The outcome of this project is that in 
future. consultant or companies able to reduce Site In\cstiuation e.. \perirllent at 
site location because S. I is \er\ eýpen, iýe. I'herel"ore h\ using tool, Mhieh are I and 
in this project. consultant as \\ell as unker, it\ student, able to desien pile, »ith 
same , oil characteristic \\ilh lesser factor of'safet\. In addition. data Milch are found 
in this project can be as benchmark and the parameter, are useful fir future 
relcrenees. 
IZ1: ('O11ý11; \U. ý"I'1O\ti 5.1 
Hen though the project has acllle\cd its goals and ohjreti\es. it still has some room 
Ir inlprovenlent that can he worked on so that a heiter product or nludIclinU can he 
achie\cd. 
'I hese are the reronullendation \wrk that can add into the Current project to enhance 
the project c\ en further. ! 1mone the illlprolellleut ýu, _cstions arc: 
"lu intpru\e the aecurae\ of pro_r. nminuin neural nemork. 'I he current 
netý\ork Ilntetion , till can he intpru\cd h\ adjustin`e the nunther of neurons 
and cpuehs. The prediction . ill be more accurate il'the learning and trainine 
process in the net\\ork are consistent to de-sign data. 
" Test the accuracy of prediction network h\ comparing %%ith actual parameters. 
"Io create a (iraphical tser Interface ((itI) for user friendl\ and \%ho are not 
familiar %\ith \latlah proerammin_e. 13\ haying (ii 1. the product I, 0unded in 
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C. HA NTE12 7 
ECONOnI1C l3ENrrITs 
7.1 Capital Cost Considerations 
I his project is lo\k in cost for anal\sis and brine, hure benelits 1irr the future 
reIcrcncc. Capital cost that the author had spent is more on photocop\ of ra\\ data 
from his collaboration company. All site imestigation data. reinli0rced concrete pile 
driven record. maintained load test and pile dynamic anal\sis data are \er essential 
in accomplish the ohjectiýes of project. Cost for analysis is lo\\ because required 
skills of usin_ \latlab soil are and the soft are can he obtained easily front 
laborator\. The niodellinL the author had studied and designed b\ using Nh tlab 7.0.1 
is rele\ ant to the studs of" tilundation K earth structures. 
In addition, the author had also spent Cost on n'a%cllinlý tirr meetiirLl and to , ct Ah ice 
from Contractor tirm. Current Co-, t.,, that the author had spent are as bclo%%: - 
No Description Amount (101) 
I Photostat and binclinU data or raM nmºterials SS. 6U 
? Pi intiný AI poster ?.. (1O 
3 Transportation cost 47.00 
-- i--- Total 1? 11.611 
I ahlc 4;: Total col used to anale [C the project 
7.2 I3usincss Element and Others 
Soil i, \QI'\ Lill hrCLiiCtahlC anLi site in\ CStil--ation is \cr\ C\hCltli\l' to , tudý. In 
Cllnlnllln practice. site imC; ti,.! atiUll is nllt t'nCUUra'-'Cd t(1 li(1 too 1naný hýcau; C it is 
eo»tl\ and unl\ companies \\hieh ha\e good linancial are able to attempt it. Sclil 
hrullerties or S11-atulll Is \Cr\ Inlhllrtant to get sulticiCnt 
inlilrmatllln in order to design 
good Il)ullllatiOn. Site InrcStigatiun is essential tO design and knclýý A1i1ieient hilt 
cahaeitý to support structural loads Of'the huildinýýs. 
I hereliure h% usinu, i>>uddlin'-, \\hich 16unded ill thk hrujcct. «on, ultant., and hiIinýý 
Com1p: ulie> u'e able 10 relIUCe eotit and dc"si; n pile \\ ith , uilirient ultiniate pile 
41) 
capacit. N and pile hearing capacitý. Site imesti, atiun still ncud to he cunduk: t«i at site 
but require less in\ e, tiutuiun of points in 01-del' to use the mý)dellin; u 10unLIcd in thiý 
project. Rloreo\er. pilinu, companies can reduce cost in site in\e; ti, atiun and this 
project can brim-, huue hcnetit,, in (; eotechnical field. 
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Site Iii estit'atiun table for 13111 
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Site Iniesti-alien table for 13114 
Site I Iestigation tahlc for IIII 
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Site iii esti2al ion table fur 1311- 
ite II I\ estigatiun table fur 13I18 
Site In\ csti f; atiun table fur RI 19) 
Site Ill%cstigatiun table fur 1311111 
I: vainpie for R(' Pile DI-i\ ill!. Record 
Data fur'slaintaine(I Load 'lest: 
-; I 
. I'I'E\I)I\ . 
\: 
Luaºlin; " C% cle and I luldin" Time for 'NIaintainect 
Load Test 
Loading -vcle for Maintained Load 1 est at 
Sime Plantation 
: 'ý. rojec; c ., me Plantation, DBI Bngineenng S/B 
: '-ile Locätioýt : 9/C-4 
: --iie Size 400mm x -100mm 
. 'lcrKinc Lýad 135 Tons 
_tftüTiGtC 
'_ Cný ( 2.0 times W. i. ý 270 tons 
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=orrnula `cr --cnversicn from Metric ion to PSI 
Metric Tcn x 2204 





every 5 minutes 
every minutes 
every 1.5 minutes 
every 15 minutes 
ever,; EC minutes 
every .5 minutes 
very 155 minutes 
every .5 minutes 
ver; minutes 
every 15 minutes 
every 15 minutes 
every 15 minutes 
every 15 minutes 
evens 15 minutes 
every 15 minutes 
every 15 minutes 
every 15 minutes 
every 15 minutes 
every 15 minutes 
every 60 minutes 
every 15 minutes 
every 15 minutes 
every 15 minutes 
every 15 minutes 
I 
Note Cylinder effective area for hydraulic jack Enerpac rodel CAS 5006 is 
113.25 square inch 
VI'I'I: \I)I\ R: 
Al' 
. 
1nalv. is l slug the Continuous file Segment. 
CAPP! C 
(Cap, tap Analysis using the Continuous Pilu Se_ýments) 
CAI'11 
. 
AJ C is a procram that in General % orks like C. AP\V. -kP, except that it uses the 
ch. iacteristics method rather than the lumped mass approach for analysis. The characteristics 
method divides the pile into '. gyp segments which are of uniform cross-section Each element, i, 
has a len tth, dti, equals the analysis time ; ncrements, dt. Thus for variable pile properties F:. 
Wi (elastic modulus, specific v, eight). the wave speed of a segment is 
C-(E, g1V) 
ht'1 e C1, Fi. and 'T` 1, n)aNbe 3Vera'e pr(,; f1C'hleC O\l"f a segments length if the 
chan, -, e ýxithin the :: orrespondir. --, 
Ienuth incter. )ent. dLi, and ý :$ the earth ura%itatl(, n: tl 
constant 
dL, = (dt) c, 
Note that the segments are not of equal length. Resistance forces Rk may act at the bottom of 
any se: ment "l llcy are the sum of the usual elasto-plactic and linearly viscous resi. a. Lncý 
values 
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Aplicntlix ('1: KIII 
r 
ý 
Depth (tu Description of Strata 
0.0 light brown-medium SAND 
1.5 loose to medium dense light 
Drill Method : Rotary Wash 
Ground Level : 15.250 rn 
Water Level : 3.0 m 
brown-medium SAND 
3.0 light grey silty-Mediiunt SAND 



























some quartz gravel 26 
25 




stiff, light grey sandy SILT with some gravel 
Ditto 
hard, light grey fire sandy SILT with some gravel 












































'- - 27.0 
Drill Method Rotary Wash 
Ground Level 17.160 m 
Water Level 5.0 in 
Description of Strata 
light brown-medium SAND 
hard light brown sandy SILT 
medium dense, dark brown light grey silty fine SAND 










hard, light grey fine sandy SILT with some quartz gravel 
Ditto 
hard, light grey sandy SILT with some quartz gravel 




































Drill Method : Rotary Wash 
Ground Level : 9.20m 
Water Level : Full 
Description of Strata SPT RQD(%) 
light grey-medium SAND 0- 
loose light grey silty mediurn SAND 5 
Ditto 
-- l7 
medium dense, light grey silty medium SAND 20 
hard light grey sandy SILT with some gravel 37 
Ditto 36 
hard light grey fine sandy SILT with some quartz gravel 38 
10.5 Ditto 43 - 






Ditto 50 - 
light grey, moderately weak & weathered, highly fractured; GRANITE j-! 20 
light grey, very weak, moderately weathered, highly fractured; GRANITE -0 
light grey, moderately weak & weathered, highly fractured; GRANITE - 17 
Ditto 1- 13 
20.1 
light grey, strong, moderately weathered, moderately fractured; 
_ 42 GRANITE 
21.6 light grey, very weak, moderately weathered, highly fractured; GRANITE 0 
23.1 light grey, moderately weak & weathered, highly fractured; GRANITE - 19 
24.6 Ditto 19 
26.1 light grey, very weak, moderately weathered, highly fractured; GRANITE 0 
27.4 Ditto 
J-0 
End of BH3 at depth 27.40m 
57 
\1)1)1"nc1i\ ('-I: ßI14 
Drill Method : Rotary Wash 
Ground Level : 9.53 in 
Water Level 1.0 in 
Depth Description of Strata 
0.0 light grey medium SAND 
1.5 medium dense light grey silty medium SAND 











very stiff, light grey fine sandy SILT with some quartz 12.0 
gravel 
13.5 Ditto 
15.0 hard light grey fine sandy SILT with some quartz gravel 
16.5 Ditto 
18.0 I Ditto 
1- 






24.0 I Ditto 
25.5 Ditto 


























Drill Method Rotary Wash 
Ground Level : 9.35 in 
Water Level 0.0r11 
Description of Strata 
I light grey-medium SAND 
medium dense, light grey silty medium SAND with some gravel 




- -- ---- - -11 
13 
15 









13.5 Ditto 50 
15.0 Ditto 50 - 
15.6 light grey, strong, moderately weathered, moderately 
fractured; 
- 48.0 GRANITE 
--- 17.1 light grey, moderately weak & weathered, highly fractured; GRANITE 8.0 
18.6 Ditto - 0.0 
End of BH5 at depth 18.6m 
w 
: ýIºýu nýliý ('6: I3I16 Drill Method : Rotary Wash 
Ground Level : 9.86 m 
Water Level : 1.6 in 
Description of Strata SPT RQD 
light grey medium SAND 0- 
soft to firm brownish grey sandy SILT 4 
stiff light grey sandy SILT 12 - 
Ditto -------- 13 
firm light grey gravelly sandy SILT 5 
Ditto 5-I 
hard light grey yellow sandy SILT 50 - 
hard yellowish reddish brown sandy silt 50 
Ditto 50 - 
Ditto -_--'-- 50 - 





















Appendix ('7: 13117 
Depth Description of Strata 
0.0 very loose light grey, silty coarse SAND 
Drill Method : Rotary Wash 
Ground Level 9.60 m 
Water Level : 1.6 rn 
1.5 Ditto 
3.0 firm light grey sandy SILT 
4.5 firm to stiff light grey reddish sandy SILT 
6.0 very stiff light grey yellow gravelly sandy SILT 
7.5 Ditto 
9.0 hard light grey reddish sandy SILT 
10.5 hard light grey sandy SILT 
12.0 hard yellowish brown sandy SILT 
13.5 Ditto 
15.0 Ditto 
16.5 hard dark grey, gravelly sandy SILT 
18.0 Ditto 



















Alipcndi\ ('S: 131 IS 
Depth Description of Strata SPT RQD 
0.0 soft light grey sandy SILT 0 
1.5 Ditto 3 
3.0 firm light grey yellow sandy SILT 5 
4.5 firm light grey sandy SILT 
ý- 
Drill Method : Rotary Wash 
Ground Level 9.79 m 
Water Level 0.9 in 
5 
6.0 L Ditto 7 
7.5 stiff light grey yellow sandy SILT 10 
9.0 very stiff yellowish brown sandy SILT 18 





13.5 hard light grey gravelly sandy SILT 
15.0 hard light grey sandy SILT 
16.5 hard dark grey sandy SILT 
18.0 Ditto 
19.5 Ditto 





Appendix Cl): 13111) Drill Method : Rotary Wash 
Ground Level : 9.345 m 
Water Level : Full 
Depth Description of Strata SPT RQD(%) 
0.0 light grey medium SAND with traces of gravel 0 




4.5 Ditto 12 
6.0 very stiff light grey sandy SILT with traces of gravel 21 
7.5 Ditto 25 
9.0 Ditto 20 
10.5 hard light grey sandy SILT with traces of gravel 
12.0 light grey, very weak, highly fractured, moderately weathered, GRANITE 







15.0 Ditto - 16.0 
16.5 light grey, strong, moderately weathered, moderately fractured; GRANITE - 56.0 
18.0 light grey, moderately strong & weathered, fractured; GRANITE - 30.0 
19.5 } light grey, strong, moderately weathered, moderately fractured; GRANITE 45.0 
20.5 1 Ditto 
End of BH9 at depth 20.5m 
0.0 
(,; 






















Drill Method : Rotary Wash 
Ground Level : 16.329 in 
Water Level : 6.1 m 
Description of Strata 
light brown-medium SAND 




loose brown silty medium SAND with decayed wood 8 
loose brown silty medium SAND 7 
loose light brown grey silty medium SAND 9 
Ditto 11 
very stiff, light grey sandy SILT with traces of gravel 20 
Ditto _ -- -'- 21 
hard light grey sandy SILT with traces of gravel 1 35 
Ui; [o 38 
hard light grey fine sandy SILT with quartz gravel 35 
unto _ -- -----; 35 
very stiff, light grey sandy SILT with quartz gravel 28 
Ditto 20 
Ditto 21 
hard light grey sandy SILT with quartz gravel 36 
very stiff light grey sandy SILT with quartz gravel 21 
hard light grey sandy SILT with traces of gravel 34 
hard light grey fine sandy SILT with quartz gravel 48 
Ditto 56 
End of BH10 at depth 28.5m 
I-- 
i, 4 
U'I'I: \I)I\ 1): 
FxanºIºIc fur IZ(' 1'ilc I)riýiný I&ccurº1 
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